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preparedness appa�atus, confirmed Husso's assertions in an'inter
view with IPS.
The Michigan official, Lt. Milton Jury, stated that repre
sentatives of local, c ounty and state government, police and
service agencies also receive their preparedness instruction at
the DCPA Staff College at Battle Creek.
The training program
includes evacuation, relocation and food control--all counter
insurgency methods for population control developed by British
Brigadier General Frank Kitson, under the tu·telage of master
brainwasher John Rawlings Rees, during l\Torld T�7ar II.
Jury also revealed that the LEAA provides the funds to
train DCPA, police, military and civilian personnel in LEAA
Happily, he noted the in
style counterinsurgency operations.

creasing "day-to-day" role that the civil defense apparat is
playing in civilian affairs.

IBM PAPERS NAHE NCLC

SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 30 (IPS)--The International Association of
Chiefs of Police (IACP) has collaborated with executive personnel
of the IBl-l Corporation to produce and publicize a Pentagon Papers
type document which attempts to link the National Caucus of Labor
The IACP
Committees to terrorist activities and organizations
is a front group for the CIA and the Law Enforcement' Assistance
"
Administration.
•

.

The document, "IBM as a Target of Terrorism," opens with an
account of supposed "real terrorist threats against IBM," and
calls upon the corporation to institute "an effective intelli
gence system on the plans and acts of extremists and terrorists."
To support that proposal, a special section of the document is
devoted to the NCLC as "precisely the kind of organization that
The
IBM should now be monitoring, using all its resources."
only other organizations mentioned by name are the CIA-directed
Symbionese Liberation Army,' the fascist Jewish Defense League,
�he American Nazi Party a�d the Ku Klux Klan.

The cover for the operation was a "12-day IACP training
session" with top IB�1 executives, in the course' of which the
IBn already maintains a large,
document ".Tas supposedly produced.
well-trained security division, which serves as a major conduit
for "former" CIA officers deployed into industrial security.
Under the title
over for publication
at the so-called New
Tuli Kupferberg, the
rock band.

IPS

ElO

"The Im4 Papers," the document was delivered
in the Nov. 15 Berkeley Barb through agents
York News Service--a basement recreation of
semi-psychotic former member of the Fugs
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The Barb publication was quickly followed by coverage in the
New York Times, the San Francisco Chronicle and the San Francisco
Examiner.
These virtually identical articles quoted IBf,1 offi
cials as saying that they had no intention of implementing the
"counterintelligence" measures called for in the report, thus
slyly conceding that the document was a hoax intended to be
"leaked" solely to slander the Labor Committees and to whip up
hysteria about terrorism.
In the report, NCLC cadre are described as "truly skilled
provocateurs of violence," who "attempt to organize and manipu

late IBr'l workers."
The report then mentions "work slowdowns,
active disruption and sabotage and non-negotiable demands on
This species of apolitical
non-�lage issues such as
drugs. Ii
provocation is advocated only by such brainwashed creatures as
those in the CIA' s o�m "Revolutionary Union" countergang.
•

•

•

PALESTINIAN PROPOSES RETURN TO 1947 BORDERS

Nov. 30 (IPS)--Palestinian guerrilla leader Zuheir Mohsin granted
a special interview to the staid British financiers' daily the
Financial Times Novo 26, in which he laid do�m " conditions for a
new relationship resulting in a stable and just peace" in the
I'liddle East.
1'-1ohsin' s "moderate" demands, issued immediately
before he joined Palestinian Liberation Organization boss Yasser
Arafat on a Thanksgiving voyage to l'1oscow, centered on forcing
Israel to return to the original borders laid down in the 1947
United Nations mandate on Palestine.
f-1ohsin currently heads the right-wing Syrian-backed "AI
Saiqa" guerrilla organization.
Saiqa was created by the Syrian
military and is little more than a Palestinian-staffed division
of the Syrian army.
It is absolutely clear that Israel would not even consider
such a proposal, which would "liberate" not only the territory
occupied in the 1967 war, but the entire area under Israeli con
trol since the first Arab-Israeli war of 1948.
Despite the Fi
nancial Times' straight-faced presentation, the proposal is
equivalent in seriousness to demands by CIA-backed Indian-libera
tion grouplets in the United States for Wyoming or South Dakota.
The significance of 1-1ohsin's suggestion is that it preceded
the Arafat pilgrimage to Moscow.
The recent series of diplomatic
reverses suffered by the increasingly enraged Zionist butchers
has already provided the context for a "groundswell" at the UN
in favor of the Mohsin 1947-border idea.
Such a UN movement,
led, of course, by the much touted "Arab-Communist-Third l�orld"
coalition, would provoke the Israelis into escalating the sim
mering Middle East war.
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